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The same person can generally serve as both estate executor and trustee so long as the appointed individual .
Wills and trusts often appoint the same person. Apr 22, 2011 . Youre a step ahead of the pack if youve created a
will or trust. Dont stumble at the finish line by naming the wrong executor or trustee. Executor & Trustee Survival
Guide - Frequently Asked Questions Charitable Trusts Should Beneficiaries Also Serve as Executor or Trustee?
Trusts have become a popular estate planning tool. Learn about them, and the role of the successor trustee here.
Understanding the Duties and Responsibilities of a Trustee . Use of a bank trustee or executor provides several
benefits that a family . Because we manage trusts and estates on a daily basis, we are familiar with the legal What
Is an Executor as Compared to a Trustee? Law Offices of . A: As Executor or Trustee (I think you mean Trustee of
your fathers Trust) your sister ultimately is responsible for handling your fathers Trust. While she can get Selecting
Your Executor And Trustee - Semmes, Bowen & Semmes
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Selecting Your Executor And Trustee . Your ability to select the person to manage your affairs after your death is
one of the advantages of making a will or a trust. Trusts & Trustees - Executors Corner If you have been named as
a trustee or successor trustee for someones trust, you . You will have essentially the same duties as an executor
named in a will Trusts, Trustees and Executors [W.A. Wilson, A.G.M. Duncan] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. The authoritative statement of Scots law FIDUCIARIES Fiduciaries are individuals or trust
companies that act . If you arent serving as both executor of the estate and trustee of the trust, stay in close touch
with the executor during these first few months. You need to know FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND BREACH - WHEN
TRUSTEES AND . “Fiduciary” - An individual or trust company that acts for the benefit of another. Trustees,
executors, administrators and other types of personal representatives Duties of Executor and Trustee — Gilmore
and Gilmore Professional . Executors, trustees, and personal representatives are all fiduciaries. An executor or You
nominate these fiduciaries, if applicable, in your will or trust document. Trusts: Executor Distinguished From
Trustee - Marquette Law . Trustees and executors have the ability to make certain elections on or before March 6,
2014 that could affect 2013 tax returns for the trusts and estates for which . Providing Guidance to Executors and
Trustees Email · RSS. Both executors and trustees may be designated in a will. When the executors duties to the
trust end, then the trustees duties begin. The trustee Two Timely Elections That Trustees and Executors Should
Consider . Jan 15, 2014 . Understanding the difference between is essential to estate planning. Simply put,
executors are to Wills what trustees are to Trusts. An accurate Guidelines for Individual Executors & Trustees
Section of Real . Trusts: Executor Distinguished From Trustee. In Burmeister v. Schultz the testatrix before her
death had conveyed real property to her husband and an adult Executors & Trustees - Eric Holk Trustees
Executors is proud to be the trustee of a number of charitable trusts throughout the country and has helped
numerous individuals and families fulfill their . The Difference between an Attorney-in-Fact, Executor and Trustee .
May 17, 2013 . A trustee is named in and takes his direction from the trust document for More Differences Between
Executors and Trustees in Connecticut. Executor and Trustee Commissions Under NY EPTL Law Offices of . That
means the executor of your will and the trustee of any trusts you set up. (Another important decision, choosing a
guardian for your minor children, is. Choosing the Executor or Trustee - American Bar Association Trusts, Trustees
and Executors: W.A. Wilson, A.G.M. Duncan The person who serves as the executor of a living trust is called the
successor trustee. If you have been named executor of a will or trustee of a trust, these guidelines can help you
understand whats expected of you in the process. The executor Personal Representatives and Fiduciaries:
Executors . Aug 19, 2012 . What is the difference between an executor and a trustee? A trustee can be held liable
to the beneficiaries of the trust if he invests the assets reasonable trustee fee - oregon and washington wills, trusts
and . Aug 29, 2011 . When someone creates a will or a trust of course they want to choose a dependable and
trustworthy person as executor or trustee. For most Have You Picked the Right Executor or Trustee? - Estate
Planning . This series of articles will explore the duties owed by trustees, executors, . As more than one court has
said, a fiduciary owes a fiduciary duty to a trusts Whats the Difference Between an Executor and a Trustee?
Fiduciary - An individual or bank or trust company that acts for the benefit of another. Trustees, executors, and
personal representatives are all fiduciaries. The Trustees Job: The First Six Months Nolo.com May 20, 2014 .
Second, an Attorney-in-Fact only has control over those assets not held in a trust, as trust assets are governed by
a Trustee. Executor. Can the Same Person Be an Executor & Trustee? LegalZoom . Oct 23, 2012 . This entry was
posted in Executors, Probate, Trusts, Wills and tagged executor fee, personal representative fee, reasonable
trustee fee, trustee Executor and Trustee Guidelines - Inheritance - Fidelity EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES ARE
responsible for filing a variety of tax returns for the estates and trusts they manage, including the decedents final
income tax . The Executor of a Trust - The Trustee - AllLaw.com duties, executor, trustee, compensation. A breach
of the rules with respect to investing by an estate is a breach of trust. Executors have to make beneficiaries Estate
and Trust Services - Why Use a Bank as Trustee or Executor . In such a case, the Trustee may perform many of
the same tasks that the Executor would otherwise handle, except without the burden of probate. If the trust is The

Executor & Trustee of a Will LegalZoom: Legal Info May 3, 2013 . I. Executor Commissions. Executors and
Trustees are entitled to compensation for serving in their fiduciary capacity. The will or trust may The Difference
Between Executors & Trustees - Drendel & Jansons .

